Follow the upper section of the popular Pipeline Track to the falls. Since 1861, the pipeline has supplied Hobart with its drinking water. When you reach the Cathedral Rock bend, the track leaves the pipeline and climbs to Wellington Falls. The entire walk is within the drinking water catchment so it’s important to keep to the designated track, leave no waste, and avoid contact with water. At Neika, the Pipeline Track continues in the opposite direction past Fern Tree down to its end point at Waterworks Reserve.

4.5 – 5.5 hours return; cycle & walk: 2.5 hrs return

16.6 km return

Ample parking at start of track at Morphetts Road.

Narrow bush track, multiple steep climb.

This walk climbs into the sub-alpine area to an altitude of 750 m. Take a raincoat and warm clothes for protection. Keep away from cliff edges. Closely supervise children at the falls.

Note: Bikes permitted on the Pipeline Track section only